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Foreword

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information system developed by the U.S. Department of Education
and sponsored by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement
(OERI). ERIC provides ready access to descriptions of exemplary
programs, research and development reports, and related information
useful in developing effective educational programs.

Through its network of specialized centers or clearinghouses, each
of which is responsible for a particular educational area, ERIC acquires,
evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current information and lists that
information in its reference publications.

The ERIC system has already made availablethrough the ERIC
Document Reproduction Servicea considerable body of data, includ-
ing all federally funded research reports since 1956. However, if the
findings of educational research are to be used by teachers, much of
the data must be translated into an essentially different context. Rather
than resting at the point of making research reports readily accessible,
OERI has directed the ERIC clearinghouses to commission authorities
in various fields to write information analysis papers.

As with all federal educational information efforts, ERIC has as a
primary goal bridging the gap between educational theory and class-
room practice. One method of achieving that goal is the development
by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills
!ERIC/RCS) of a series of booklets designed to meet concrete educa-
tional needs. Each booklet provides teachers with a review of the best
educational theory and research on a limited topic, followed by descrip-
tions of classroom activities that will assist teachers in putting that
theory into practice.

The idea is not unique. Several educational journals and many com-
mercial textbooks offer similar aids. The ERIC/RCS booklets are, how-
ever. noteworthy in their sharp focus on educational needs and their
pairing of sound academic theory with tested classroom practice. And
they have been developed in response to the increasing number of
requests from teachers to provide this kind of service.

Topics for these booklets are recommended by the ERIC/RCS National
Advisory Board. Suggestions for topics are welcomed by the Board and
should be directed to the Clearinghouse.

vi
7

Charles Suhor
Director, ERIC/RCS



1 Theory and Research

Importance of Small Group Discussion

Small groups, which provide emotional support for their members,
make decisions regarding organizational policy, decide the guilt or inno-
cence of wrongdoers, and make recommendations to governmental,
corporate, and not-for-profit institutional leaders. They are the most
pervasive communication setting in the American culture, and this
pervasiveness will continue. John Naisbitt, in Megatrends, argues the
move from a representative to a participatory democracy is one of the
major trends shaping America now and that it will continue to shape
the country in the future. He writes, The ethic of participation is
spreading bottom up across America and radically altering the way we
think people in institutions should be governed. Citizens, workers, and
consumers are demanding and getting a greater voice in government,
business, and the marketplace. The guiding principle of this participa-
tory democracy is that people must be part of ihe process of arriving
at ckcisions that affect their lives (italics added)." Researchers at Tufts
University's Center for the Study of Decision Making make the con-
nection between participatory democracy and small groups: The deci-
sions that affect the future of our civilization and the human race are,
increasingly, made in a group context. 2 They go on to argue that
group processes are not simple extensions and elaborations of the
processes that characterize individuals; when people convene in groups,
a new entity is created, with its own dynamics and complexities, and
its decisions cannot be predicted even from a thorough kneiviia.dge of
its constituent members."' Two reasons to study small groups, then,
are (I) the increasing importance of the group as an arena for making
decisions that govern our lives and (2) the idea that any "group" beccnKs
a separate entity, not merely a collection of members. A third reason
to study small groups is the impact these groups have upon the individ-
ual members.4 Groups force rules of behavior upon individuals, rules
that guide members to behave appropriately around others.' Finally,
small group discussion deserves study because individuals trained in
the small group decision-making process make better participants in
such groups than people who lack the training.6
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Char eteristics of Small Discussion Groups

A number of definitions of small groups exist in the materials of busi-
ness, counseling, psychology, sociology, and speech communication.
Seven qualities continuously reappear as differentiating small discus-
sion groups from other human aggregates:

I. Perception. People, including both the group members and the
observers outside the group, perceive the collection of individ-
uals as a unit.

2. Motivation. Individuals are attracted to a group and remain in
it because of the qualities of the group's activities and members
and the needs met by group participation.

3. Goal Orientation. Groups are purposeful with activities directed
toward the achievement of goals.

4. Structure. Two concepts describe structure. First, over time
groups will develop a hierarchy of status; different individuals
will portray different roles. As the group continues, these roles
will be viewed differentially, with some perceived as more
important to the group than others. By and large, the roles
enhance task achievement (the extent to which the individual
helps the group achieve its goal), as well as the socio-emotional
climate (the extent to which an individual supports the other
individuals, maintaining the relationships of the group). The
second structural concept is how the group is organized to
achieve its goals. Does the group approach its goal systemati-
cally or randomly? Is the system known by the group's mem-
bers?

5. Interaction. For a group to be a group, the members must
interact, which usually means talking face-to-face.

6. Interdependence. Interdependence suggests the group mem-
bers share some common fate. If one individual is affected by
events within and outside the group, the remainder of the group
is also affected. Or, if one member is changed, the group changes.

7. Size. Small discussion groups generally contain no fewer than
three and no more than fifteen people. Some research recom-
mends a small group should be between four and five,' but thc
practical desire to insure involvement pushes that number toward
an upper limit of fifteen.

9



Group Attraction

People join groups because they find groups attractive. This attraction
may take the form of a physical attraction to the individual members:8
a perceived similarity of attitude,9 personality," and/or ability;" or dm
consideration that the activities and goals of the group are enticing or
rewarding." Individuals also join and remain in groups in order to fulfill
personal needs." Maslow describes a hierarchy of basic human needs,
most at which are appropriately satisfied by a group." The needs,
beginning with the most basic, are: (I) physiological, (2) safety, (3)
affection, (4) self-esteem, and (5) self-actualization. Certainly working
in groups can help individuals solve such physiological and safety needs
as the provision of food, water, and shelter; the avoidance of injury,
pain, and death; and the creation of a predictable environment. Affec-
tion and self-esteem can also be met by working in groups. The former
occurs because other group members include the individual in their
activities, showing affection toward him or her. The latter stems from
others recognition of the individual's achievements. Finally, self-actu-
alization may emphasize the individual but it may be best achieved
within a group context; becoming an outstanding athlete, musician,
actor, or author all require the presence of others.

William C. Schutz also describes the group as the basic context within
which individuals satisfy needs for inclusion, affection, and control."
Inclusion is the need to establish and maintain satisfying relationships
with other people that is expressed as a desire to include others in
activities and a desire to be included in their activities. The need for
affection is the necessity of establishing and maintaining love relations
with others, reflected by the need to give affection to others and the
desire to receive it in return. Control is the need to establish and
maintain power relations with others, or a desire to control the activities
of other people and the desire in turn to be controlled by others. Both
the desire to express and the desire to receive inclusion, affection, and
control require other people. The natural place to encounter others is
in small groups.

Regardless of the need conceptualization, individuals remain in groups
if the cost of membership does not exceed its benefits." Costs include
the time spent in preparing and participating in meetings, the money
contributed to the group, and the interpersonal effort of relating to
others. Benefits to an individual include the satisfaction of the needs of
inclusion, affection, control, or self-actualization, and the participation
in activities viewed as valuable by others. The individual has two stan-
dards against which the attractiveness of membership is measured: the

1 0
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level of maximum satisfaction (MS) and the level of least satisfaction
(LS), which is the minimum standard for remaining in a group, If the
individual calculates that the cost of group membership is very low and
the value of the benefits is very high, then the ratio of benefit/cost
exceeds 1.0 high, and the individual will remain in the group. If satis-
faction falls to the LS level while the costs rise (more money, more
frustration, fewer satisfying relationships, etc.), the individual will search
for affiliation with other groups. Those other groups would be expected
to increase the benefit/cost ratio. If we consider MS to be the maximum
satisfaction gained once the costs of participating in the group are
removed, the LS to be the least acceptable level of satisfaction gained
once the costs arc removed, and MS.,, to be the maximum satisfaction
perceived from membership in alternative groups, then six possibilities
exist for individuals as group members:'7

1 2 3

MS MS MS
MS,, LS MS
LS LS
HAPPY HAPPY but HAPPY but

dependent improvable

4 5 6
LS LS

LS MS
MS MS MS.],
UNHAPPY UNHAPPY and HOPELESS
but can be still unhappy after
improved some improvement

An individual will remain in a group as long as the maximum satisfaction
received exceeds the level of least satisfaction and participation in
alternate groups appears satisfying.

Group Decision Making

Decision-making Continuum

Although a number of conceptualizations of decision making and group
problem solving are available in the literature, generally each concep-
t ual zati on includes the following six stages."



Stage One Stage Two Stage Three Stage Four Stage Five Stae Six
Identify Analyze Generate Evo luale Implement Mm=. itor and
problem problem alternative all and select the best evoLEuate

solution bem solution solution solution
irnpMernentation

CHOICE MAKING

DECISION MAKING

PROBLEM SOLVING

Virtually all conceptualizations of problem solving or decisiel-mn making
have their roots in the work of John Dewey as presented in= his 1910
book, How We Think.19 He described the first six steps abo.--ve as the
"reflective thinking- of the individual. Although Dewey did 1 not con-
sider small group discussion when conceptualizing his reflectve think-
ing process, subsequent authors have made the connection. Wihile the
teaching of small group discussion emphasizes the probler=n-solving
process (all six steps), the continuum suggests that not all grous making
choices participate in all aspects of the decision-making prce.mcess. An
executive committee of a hospital may choose between two sta:f reports
recommending new billing procedures (choice making). The sarne exec-
utive committee may delegate implementation and review to n ad hoc
task force of department heads from the hospital. In this ase, the
effectiveness of the decision is entirely dependent upon the problem
identification, diagnosis, and solution completed by another cox-inmittee.
The group who did the groundwork for problem solving (1) - does not
make the decision, (2) has no responsibility for the decision, arixd (3) has
no involvement in the implementation or the review of the a<lecision.
Although such a procedure expedi,cs the functioning of an orgaz=nization,
such a procedure is fraught with the potential for error.

Formats

Although several formats have been proposed by different vrritrs, three
emerge from communication literature. The first, extrapolaed from
Dewey's reflective thinking pattern, is sometimes called the 11flective
Thinking Format or Standard Agenda."The format may be stted in a
series of questions: (I) Does a problem exist? (2) What are thoi.6 causes
and consequences of the problem? (3) What are possible solu=ittions to
the problem? (4) What criteria must be met by the "best" s,--.olution?
Which set of recommendations meet this criteria? (5) What polLicies and
procedures are needed to implement the "best- solution? (6) A...Who, and
on what criteria, will undertake an evaluation of impiemented samolution?

12
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The other two formats, developed by Charles Larson, also utilize a
series of questions to keep the group moving toward a decision.2' The
first format is called Ideal Solution Format. The questions the group
answers are: (1) What is the nature of the problem? (2) What would be
the ideal solution from the viewpoint of all parties involved in the
problem? (3) What changes must be made in order to remedy the
problem? (4) What available solutions best approximate the ideal solu-
fion?

The second format is called the Single Question Format. This format
asks the group the following questions: (1) What is the single most
crucial question that the group needs to answer in order to accomplish
its purpose? (2) What subquestions must be answered before this single
most important question is answered? (3) Do we have sufficient infor-
mation available to answer the subquestions? (4) What are the most
reasonable answers to the subquestions? (5) Assuming that the group
has answered the subquestions correctly, what is the best solution to
the problem?

Functions

Hirokawa indirectly answered the question of which of the formats
leads to the most effective decision making by studying a functional
approach to decision making. His basic proposition was that the format
of discussion was relatively unimportant if the group adequately per-
formed the following four functions during its discussion:

1. The group needs to understand thoroughly and accurately the
problem presented to it.

2. The group must marshal a range of realistic and acceptable
alternatives.

3. The group must assess thoroughly and accurately the positive
consequences associated with each alternative choice.

4. The group must assess thoroughly and accurately the negative
consequences associated with each alternative choice.

The study demonstrated that most groups that achieved at least two of
the requisite functions had higher quality decisions than those which
did not. Further, those that performed three of the four had higher
quality decision making than those that performed only two. The two
functions to make the most difference in separating groups were num-
bers 1 and 4.

The answer to the question Which format is bst? appears to be
"It makes no difference so long as the major functions are satisfied."

1 3
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All three orthe formats assist the group in identifying and satisfying the
four important requisite functions necessary for a quality decision.

The four functions can be organized into two categories of thinking.
The determination of the problem and the assessment of the positive
and negative consequences can be considered as requiring critical think-
ing. The creation of alternatives solution to the problem may be con-
sidered creative thinking. Yinger clarifies the distinction between the
two types: "The creative aspect allows us to generate new ideas, pos-
sibilities, and options. The critical aspect allows us to try out, test, and
evaluate these products. All complex thinking activity involves both
aspects, though possible in varying mixtures."23

Techniques for Stimulating Creative and Critical Thinking

Brainstorming is a useful technique for stimulating creative thinking.
Brainstorming increases the quantity of ideas. The four principal rules
governing a brainstorming session are: (1) ideas should be expressed
freely, (2) no positive or negative criticism of any idea is allowed during
the session, (3) all ideas are encouraged, and (4) many ideas are gen-
erated based on the assumption that quantity will eventually breed
quality. Frequently brainstorming sessions occur as part of a group's
discussion. The most important rule governing brainstorming sessions
appears to be the elimination of criticism of one another's comments.
When that rule was enforced, groups generated a better quality and a
greater quantity of ideas than groups who did not adhere to that prin-
cipie.24

The use of a devil's advocate, a role often given to a group member
by the leader, encourages critical thinking within a group. The purpose
of the role is to challenge statements and conclusions presented to the
group so that ideas are properly evaluated and refined. In describing
"groupthink, Janis reported that President Kennedy used this tech-
nique to encourage better decision making among his advisory group.2i

Development of Effective Groups

Conditions Necessary for Discussion Group Development

Four qualities are required to create groups that are relatively effective
in their process and discussion output. First, members need to partici-
pate in the activities of the group. Second, members need to conform
to the standards, or norms, of the group. Third, members need to

1 4
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develop roles that they find comfortable and that mesh with the roles
of the other individuals. Fourth, the members need to be committed to
tIle group so that it can be described as cohesive.

Participation

Cattell coined the word svntality, which refers to the group's person-
ality.2' The syntality of the group comes from synerg)% or the amount
of energy contributed by its individual members for use in the group's
activity. The group syntality, then, is determined by the total amount
of energy given by its members and the use of that energy, whether it
be group maintenance, the development and nurturing of interpersonal
relationships, or group tasks, the work undertaken by the group. The
energy becomes available to the extent that the individual participates
in the activities. If a group member has an idea, a fact, a criticism, or a
reward for another group member that is never expressed, then that
resource (energy) is not available to the group. In a real sense, the total
synergy of the group is diminished. Members need to participate in
order to contribute. Participation is a fundamental condition for effec-
tive group discussion, but some people fear participation.

McCroskey has explicated the concept of communication apprehen-
sion (CA), a measurable state/trait.22 The development of the concept
has lead to an instrument, the Personal Report of Communication
Apprehension (PRCA), which generates five scores: total CA, CA in
dyads, in small groups, in meetings, and in public speaking. An individ-
ual who has a reported high CA in small groups will likely avoid joining
groups. Or, once in a group, will be reluctant to contribute verbally to
the group. In Cattell's terms, the individual will withhold energy from
the group, thereby diminishing the total resource of synergy available
to the group for group maintenance or group tasks. Some evidence
exists that reports an inverse relationship between communication
apprehension and the perception of a group leader as member.28

Conformity

Group standards are usually called norms, or the rules determining
what is appropriate or inappropriate behavior of members.29 At least
five characteristics of norms can be inferred from this definition. First,
standards, or norms, exist as a belief within most group members.
Second, standards need not be explicitly stated to be understood and
agreed to by members of the group. Third, if a member deviates from
the norm, the other members will react to that deviance. Fourth, this
reaction, an application of sanctions, will force everyone to adhere to
the same set of standards. Fifth, the existence of standards allows

15
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individuals not only to judge the appropriateness or inappropriateness
of their own behavior, but also to anticipate the behaviors of others
toward them, the group, and one another."

Although the norms and standards are not usually stated, an observer
watching a group interact may identify the standards governing the
group. Observers can answer the following questions: (1) In what ways
do they talk to one anotherformally or informally? (2) Is humor used?
(3) Do all members participate? (4) Are all members encouraged to
participate? (5) Do members come prepared for the discussion? (6) Does
the interaction flow from the position of leader to member back to
leader? Or, does the interaction flow from member to member, some-
times excluding the leader? (7) Do members regularly acknowledge the
contributions of others with praise?

Because nouns provide standards for the behavior of individuals and
expectations of how others will behave toward the individual, norms
are necessary for the group to work together. As such, the development
of norms during group interaction is important. Shaw, summarizing
research on norms in the form of hypotheses, presents the following:

A high status member may deviate from the group norms without
being sanctioned if his/her deviancy contributes to goal attainment.

Individuals differ in their predisposition toward conformity to
group norms.

The more ambiguous the situation, the greater the probability
that a group member will conform to the perceived norms of the
group.

A member is more likely to conform to group judgment when
there is unanimous agreement among the other members than when
there is not.

An individual who perceives him/herself as more competent than
others in the group will be less inclined to conform to group stan-
dards.

Conformity introduces order into the group process and promotes
coordination of individual behavior.

Deviation from a group norm usually elicits sanctioning behavior
by the other members of the group; continued deviation may lead
to rejection.3'

Roles

In order for the group to become effective, individuals need to develop
roles that they find comfortable and that are beneficial to the group.32
A role can be viewed as a set of behaviors a person typically enacts
while participating in a group.33 Three aspects of the role influence the
individual's behavior: the expected role, the behavior that other mem-

16
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bers of the group expect from the individual; the perceived role, the
behavior that the individual thinks should be enacted; and the enacted
role, the individual's actual behavior.' Over time, as the behavior of
an individual is either rewarded or punished by other group members,
the individual will continue to pefform or not perform that behavior.
As the various positively rewarded behaviors become consistent, they
merge into a full-fledged role.' As individuals move from group to
group, their repertoire for behaving within groups enlarges. Therefore,
the role, or roles, played by individuals will change as they move from
one group to another. lithe individual misunderstands the expectations
of others, misreads the needs of the group, or finds the behaviors
expected incongruent with the behaviors in his or her personal reper-
toire, then the individual may experience role conflict. Three types of
role conflict have been identified: intrarole conflictwhen an individual
experiences the conflict by playing a single role; interrole conflict
when a person has to simultaneously play two different roles; and
interpersonal role conflictswhen at least two individuals compete for
the same role.

A classification system of roles based upon verbal behavior has been
offerred by Benne and Sheats." The roles cluster around the two dimen-
sions of groupstasks and maintenancenecessary for group effec-
tiveness. They also identify verbal patterns of behavior that detract
from the effectiveness of the group.

Tasks Roles

Initiatordefines the group goal contributes ideas and sugges-
tions, and proposes solutions.

Information Seekerasks for facts, information, and clarifica-
tion and promotes participation by others.

Energizerattempts verbally to motivate members and to stim-
ulate the group to greater productivity.

Orientatorkeeps the group discussing the issue and gu des the
discussion toward the goal.

Information Giveroffers facts, examples, statistics, and any
other evidence directly pertaining to the task.

Opinion Giveroffers values or opinions about the ideas under
discussion.

Coordinatorattempts to clarify the relationships between the
facts, examples, statistics, ideas, and suggestions given by other
members of the group.

Evaluator-Oitivaluates the evidence presented to the goup.

17



Maintenance Roles
Encouragerprovides praise, understanding, support, and

acceptance of others, their ideas, and suggestions.
Harmonizer mediates disagreements between members by

reducing tension.
Compromisermediates disagreements by finding an accept-

able solution between the positions of the opposing parties.
Standard Setterarticulates the group standards/norms and goals.
Followerpassively accepts the ideas, evidence, and conclu-

sions presented hy other members.

Individual Roles
Aggressorattacks verbally the status or self-esteem of another

individual.
Recognition Seekertakes the spotlight by boasting or report-

ing of personal achievements.
Dominatorasserts authority by manipulating members or

attempting to take over the group; often engages in lengthy mono-
logues as a way of controlling the interaction.

Blockerinterferes with the progress of the group for no appar-
ent reason; often negative, stuoborn, and disagreeable.

Playboy/Playgirllacks involvement in the group and uses the
group for irrelevant purposes.

A danger exists in identifying and labeling these patterns: members
will begin to label themselves and others without giving full consider-
ation to the behaviors each performs. Clearly, a role is determined by
the expectations of others, the individual's perception of what the group
needs, and the repertoire of behaviors that can he enacted. Since those
expectations, perceptions, and behaviors will change over time as the
group changes, and will change between groups, the roles any one
individual plays will also change. However, the lists do demonstrate
that some tasks and maintenance behaviors are necessary for the group
to accomplish its goal and sustain the interpersonal relationships.39

Cohesion

Cohesiveness generally has been perceived as the strength of the indi-
viduals' desire to remain members.4° Janis, drawing upon a work of
Kurt Lewin, argues that cohesiveness is a member's positive value for
the group and a motivation to continue to remain a member. When a
group is cohesive, members express solidarity, mutual liking, and pos-
itive feelings about participating in the group and carrying out its routine
tasks.'" Cohesiveness has been studied both as an antecedent and as a
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consequence of group discussion."' The determinants of cohesion include
the amount of self-disclosure and feedback," member compatibility,"
group training," group structure and risk taking." As an antecedent
condition, cohesion has been related to outcomes,' conformity," pro-
ductivity," and behavioral change.5' Stokes argues that a curvilinear
relationship exists between the intermember attraction, the instrumen-
tal value of the group, the risk taking, and the cohesion of the group."
The notion of a nonlinear relationship between variables and cohesion
is intellectually intriguing. Certainly, the group needs to have a c-_2rtain
amount of stick-togetherness in order to function." On the other
hand, when keeping the group together becomes the paramount purpose
of the group, its critical functionings may be limited. This point is the
major assumption made by Janis in his discussion of groupthink.54 As
cohesiveness increases, members become more attracted to the group
and develop a greater desire to take part in its programs." Zander
reports that as group cohesiveness becomes stronger, members talk
more readily, listen more carefully, influence one another more fre-
quently, velunteer more frequently, and seem to adhere to group stan-
dards more closely.56 In short, groups must cohere in order to perform.
And, once cohesive, a group behaves somewhat differently from groups
that are not cohesive.

Leadership

A special group member role is that of leader. Bass describes leadership
from several different perspectives including the focus of group process,
the director of group activities, the instrument of goal achievement, the
processor of mutual stimulation (stimulation that controls human energy),
and the initiator of group structure." Common to these and the rest of
Bass's definitions are leadership as a social influence, an aid to goal
achievement, and a conductor of group communication."

One way to describe leadership is in terms of autocratic, democratic,
or laissez-faire style, a conceptualization proposed in the work of Lewin.59
The autocratic leader assumes intellectual superiority over members of
the group. Autocrats determine policy, dictate activities, assign work
and work partners, and criticize work while remaining aloof from active
group participation. Democratic leaders tend to view policies as matters
for group decisions: activities are determined through discussion, mem-
bers may work with anyone, tasks are divided by the group, and mem-
bers are praised by a leader who tries to behave as a regular group
member. Laissez-faire leaders leave complete freedom for any deci-
sions to the group. The activities of the group are determined by the

13
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group without leader intervention. The leader does not participate in
the work, in the division of labor, or in the selection of work partners.
The laissez-faire leader participates infrequently, and does not attempt
to guide the group or to appraise its progress In general, groups that
have democratic leaders are more satisfied, and function in a more
orderly and positive way than groups led either by autocratic or laissez-
faire leaders."

While the autocratic, democratic, and laissez-faire styles are differ-
entiated by the leaders' attitudes and beliefs toward the group, Liken
differentiated leaders according to the method of power each used."
The exploitive-authoritative person primarily uses force, or controls
the rewards and punishments to achieve compliance with his or her
wishes. The benevolent-authoritative leader relies upon letirnate power,
:ncluding the power of the leader position to influence the group. The
consultative leader makes the decision for the group but only after
asking the members of the group for the facts and their opinions and
beliefs. The participative leader allows groups members to participate
in the decision-making process, gaining power in the ability to persuade.
The two authoritative leaders view themselves as the rightful agent of
group decision. The consultative leader assumes a similar view, except
member input is solicited. Only the participative leader views the group
as a legitimate source of decision making.

The functional approach is another way to conceptualize leadership.
This approach perceives group members as leaders to the extent that
they perform functions (behaviors) associated with leading the group.
The functions correspond with the two dimensions of group behavior,
tasks and maintenance. Generally, group maintenance functions include
promoting participation, regulating the interaction, promoting cooper-
ation, resolving conflict, protecting the rights of individuals within the
group, promoting group development, rewarding group members, and
accepting the responsibility for group failure. Tasks functions include
informing, planning, orienting, coordinating, evaluating, and stimulat-
ing." To the extent that individuals perform these functions, which are
essential for the effective operation of the group, the members will be
perceived as exhibiting leadership. Baird and Weinberg relate the type
of functions performed by leaders to the development of the group
itself.' Behaviors can be collapsed and sequenced into the categories
of translation, organization, and motivation. In the translation stage,
leaders are responsible for translating individual, personal goals into a
composite group goal. In the organization stage, participation needs to
be encouraged and regulated, while cooperation among the members is
promoted. The leader clarifies the group's progress while assisting in
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the coordination of the members' activities. In the final stage, motiva-
tion, which is an important function of leadership throughout the life of
the group, members need to be reminded that achievement of the group
goals will lead to the achievement of individual goals. Individuals need
to be rewarded for their contributions and the group itself must be
rewarded for its performance. So long as the major functions of lead-
ership are performed, the group itself will complete its tasks and main-
tain itself effectively.

Hersey and Blanchard, however, present a different conceptualiza-
tion of leadership.64 Their situational model of leadership is an interplay
of the amount of the leader's task direction, the amour t of relational
support the leader supplies, and the maturity of the group. Figure 1
reveals four leadership stylestelling, selling, participating, and dele-
gatingvarying with the emphasis upon tasks or maintenanceas well
as group maturity. For a group containing members low in maturity, a
group in which members are unwilling or unable to accept responsibility
for the group, the telling style may be the most appropriate. The leader
shows little concern for the relationships between the members but is
directive in defining the roles and the goals of the group and directing
the behavior of the individuals. In the selling quadrant, people may be
unable to perform but willingly accept responsibility for the group or
have confidence in their ability but lack the appropriate skills. The
leader sells by directing behavior while providing socio-ernotional sup-
port for the individuals by reinforcing their desire and enthusiasm for
the work. In the participating style, members can do the work but for
some reason lack the willingness or the security to do so. Being com-
petent but unwilling, their reluctance may be a motivational problem.
The leader needs to be highly supportive of the members, sharing
decision making and facilitating and communicating with the various
members. The delegating style best serves an able, competent, willing,
and confident group. The leader charges the group with a task but allows
them to carry it out with little interference. Since motivation is not a
problem, the group needs little leader support.

Regardless of the perspective from which leader and leadership is
viewed, none yet accounts for the complexity of the rolebehaviors,
situations, perceptions, strategiesnor the complexity of the leader-
follower relationship.'

Group Strengths

Working in groups motivates the individual members. Some theorists
argue that the mere presence of other people is sufficient to motivate
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members while others argue that the presence of others coupled with
any postdiscussion evaluation that occurs is motivational.'

Participating in groups encourages the individual members to be more
accepting of the decisions of groups." This conclusion has be:Lime
axiomatic in profit and not-for-profit organizations as justification for
the involvement of workers in decisions directly affecting their work
life.

Groups tend to perform more effectively when the task can be divided
and requires a variety of information." It is not surprising, then, that
groups tend to pefform better than individuals on tasks that require
learning ani/or problem solving. Groups tend to learn faster than indi-
viduals working alone." This condition appears to be the case when the
learning task is problem solving requiring cooperation rather than the
condition of mere rote learning.

Finally, groups are effective at decision making, learning, and prob-
lem solving when time is not important. Groups take longer to arrive at
decision than individuals.7° Working with others requires cooperation,
coordination, and the maintenance of interpersonal relationships, none
of which the individual demands when working alone.

Discussion groups have characteristics and qualities that influence
their peiformance, including the development of norms, roles, and
styles of leadership. Coming together in groups tends to increase the
motivation of the participants. Groups are pervasive in our social and
working institutions. Whether playing basketball, coordinating a home-
coming parade, or designing technology for a space station, much of
the work will be completed in groups.

The Practice section suggests activities that will enhance the under-
standing of the theoretic concepts just presented.
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2 Prac ice

Introducing Group Discussion in the Classroom

In teaching small groups, the overriding goals should be: (1) to develop
the student's understanding of the course's content and (2) to develop
the student's application of knowledge to the process of group discus-
sion. To achieve those ends, most class activities should include a verbal
consideration of group discussion. No group activity should take place,
or be concluded, without the group itself discussing its Own discussion
process. Process observers, sometimes members of the group, some-
times specially selected, can be assigned to witness and evaluate group
interaction. At specified times throughout the discussion, the observer
can offer to the group a description and evaluation of the process. This
feedback can be given orally, based upon criteria the group has accepted,
or it can be given using observation/evaluation forms. Virtually every
text on small group communication contains forms that focus on observer
feedback. As students become more sophisticated in their knowledge
of small groups, of small group process, and of themselves as members
of groups, the observation/feedback should become specific in criticism
and praise.

The Sociogram is one observational instrument that reports who
spoke to whom and how frequently. (See page 18.)

Sociogram Data

1. Total number of messages

2. Total number of messages sent by each person.

name

name

name

2 4

name

name

name
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Sociogram of Group Interaction

3. Which pair talked most together' and

4. Total number of messages received by each person.

name

name

name

na

name

name

5. Total number of messages received by the group.

25
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For the initial utterance of one speaker, a line is drawn to the member
addresred, with an arrowhead drawn at the end of the line. Arrowheads
are drawn for all subsequent comments addressed from the initial speaker
to the recipient. If the recipient of the remark is undetermined or if the
comment was intended for the whole group, the arrow should point
outside of the circle. At the end of the discussion, the total number of
remarks can be computed as well as the percentages for each individual.
Percentages of remarks addressed to the group or to other individuals
can be determined also. This observation of who speaks to whom and
how frequently is important because it may indicate leadership or devi-
ance.

How long people speak can be illustrated by completing the Member
Speaking Time form. (See page 20.)

Form: Member Speaking Time

Instructions: Symbolically identify each member with a letter. As people
speak, write their symbol in the speaker column. Time the number of
seconds they speak. Mark an X in the time column that approximates
the length of the utterance Round the longest second for every instance
of speaking by every speaker. When the group has finished, draw a line
from the speaker's name to the X for each utterance. The group now
has a graphic record of the total number of utterances, of who spoke,
in what order they spoke, and for how long they spoke.

Over the course of the discussion, this form will provide the quantity
and length of utterances. The total amount of time that each individual
spoke can be computed, as well as an average length of utterance for
each individual. The frequency and length of utterance is an indicant of
leadership, cominance, or deviance. One time analysis observer should
be assigned to observe no more than two members of a group.

The Sociogram and the Member Speaking Time forms focus the
group's attention upon its process whereas activities focus attention
upon the content. Most of the activities in this booklet prescribe groups
of five or six. It should be noted that group size affects group interaction.
All of the activities can be modified by varying the group sizes.

Group Membership

As an introductory activity, ask students to identify the small groups
of which they are members, using the membership form. (page 21). Each
group should then be designated by its primary purpose: social, task,
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Member Speaking Time

Names of Group Members

Speaker
Order Speaker Time (in seconds)

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 6 38+

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

S.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

19.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

2 '7
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or learning. A social group's primary purpose is to get together, to
interact, and to share one another's company. Many clubs, church
groups, and service clubs organize for the social interaction, although
they may also undertake some important work. A task group's primary
purpose is to accomplish work, although there may be positive social
implications for the members. Organizational task groups such as exec-
utive committees and boards of trustees for profit and not-for-profit
agencies, subcommittees of the Congress, and juries are groups brought
together to accomplish work. A learning group's primary purpose is to
learn new information or skills. Students in peer learning groups and
groups organized at workshops and conferences are groups whose pri-
mary purpose is to learn new material. Then, have students indicate
whether they consider themselves central or peripheral members. Indi
viduals who are at the core of a group are more likely to be influenced
by its standards/norms than are members who consider themselves
peripherally involved.7'

Group Membership

Instructions: Think of the groups in which you hold membership. Iden-
tify them. Indicate their primary purpose for existing by writing
(social), L (learning) or T (task) in the appropriate column. If you belong
to a multiple purpose group, identify the primary and the secondary
purpose by writing the primary letter over the secondary: US or T/S.
Place yourself in the group as central (part of the core of people who
most influence the direction of the group) by writing a C in the appro-
priate column, or as a Peripheral member by writing a P.

Group (Name) Purpose (5, L, T) Self-location (C, P)

2.

4.

5.

6
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11

12

As the instructor, compile the results either on the blackboard or in
a handout for the class. Discuss in class the following questions: What
is the average number of groups to which each individual belongs? In
how many groups does the individual feel herself/himself a central
member? a peripheral member? Which groups are identified as being
social, learning, or task groups? Do most of the groups have multiple
purposes? In what ways do the groups try to achieve multiple purposes?
Students may become rnore aware of small groups in their lives by
identifying the groups, the groups' purposes, and their own place within
the groups.

Expert Interviews

Divide the class into dyads for the purpose of interviewing organiza-
tional executives. Thie interview should discover the extent to which
small discussion groups are used by the interviewee's organization
determination of the overall mission of the organization, formation of
policies and procedures, evaluation of personnel, and/or evaluation of
organizational goal achievement. The pairs should be encouraged to
interview the executive together to cross-check their separate percep-
tions and to ask for an evaluation of the effectiveness of discussion
groups in achieving organizational purposes:2 Each dyad should come
to class with a brief report of their interview. Student pairs can be
combined into four-person units to discuss th results of the interviews.
Each unit can create a report of the importance of groups in organiza-
tions for the class, as a written paper or as an oral presentation.
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Defining Small Discussion Groups

Create-a-Definition

Before discussing or having students read about small groups, divide
the class into groups of three to five. Ask each group to create a written
definition of small discussion groups and a list of important character-
istics differentiating discussion groups from other collections of people.
When all the groups are finished, ask each group to share its delibera-
tions with the class. Compare and contrast the definitions and the
distinguishing characteristics presented by the groups. Agree as a class
on a definition and a list of distinguishing characteristics. Then, have
students compare the class definition and characteristics with the seven
qualities used earlier in this booklet to describe small groups.

What similarities and differences appear? A discussion of the group
membership activity introduced earlier can be compared with the seven
defining characteristics. What are the sizes of the groups in which
students hold membership? Do students perceive the group as a unit?
What initially motivated them to join the group? Are they satistfied with
their membership? Why? In what ways are their groups structured? Do
they see the members as interdependent? If some of the groups identi-
fied by the students do not meet these criteria, then discuss whether
the group should be removed from the original lists or if the defining
characteristics should be modified.

Definition Search

In another activity, instruct students to locate and report definitions of
small groups from writings in psychology, sociology, business, com-
munication and counseling. Compare and contrast the different defini-
tions. Discuss the characteristics of small groups that are most common
to these definitions. Are these qualities consistent or different from the
seven qualities (perception, motivation, goal orientation, structure,
interaction, interdependence, and size)?

Aggregate or Group?

Approaching the defining of small groups slightly differently, offer the
students a definition and/or the seven distinguishing qualities of small
groups. Ask students to create a list of groups to which they belong
that do not match the definition or the characteristics. What makes the
groups not meeting the characteristics different from those that do?
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Assessing Group Attraction

Ask students to complete and score the Group Attractiveness Ques-
tionnaire for one of their small discussion groups. Divide the class into
groups of three to five students according to the type of small group
(social, learning, task) they used to complete the questionnaire_

Group Attractiveness Questiormaire

Name of Group Type

Circle the number that Iles indicates the extent of your agreement with
each statement. Answer for the group identified only. Work quickly.
Be honest. There are no right answers.

I find the other members of the group physically attractive.

Strongly
Agree Neutral

5 4 3 2

Strongly
Disagree

1

I find imporlant attitudes, beliefs values of the other members similar
to my own on most topics.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Neutral Disagree

4 3

I find the personalities of the other group members pleasing to me.
Strongly
Agree

4

Neutral
3 2

Strongly
Disagree

I find the physical and mental abilities of other members relative to
the activities of the group comparable to my own abilities.
Strongly
Agree Neu ral

5 4 3

31
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Strongly
Disagree
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I find the activi ies and goals of the group attractive to e

Strongly Strongly
Agree Neu ral Disagree

5 4 3 2 1

find my initial motives for joining the group are satisfied by the
groupits activities and its members.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Neutral Disagree

5 4 3 2 1

TOTAL SCORE

Group Very Attractive 28-30
Group Moderately Attractive 22-27
Group Not Attractive or Unattrac ive 16-21
Group Moderately Unattractive 10-15
Group Very Unattractive 6-9

Compare answers and scores in class. Compute and average the score
for each question on the questionnaire. Are there differences between
the average score for the questions by type of group? If -yes,- what
are the nature of those differences? If -no,- what may be the reasons
for finding no differences?

The group members can also discuss the nature of the change in their
perception of the group's attractiveness since they became members.
What were the individuals' evaluations when they initially joined the
group? If the attractiveness of the group has changed, either becoming
more attractive or less attractive, what has influenced the change? If
the group is identified as unattractive, why does the individual remain
in the group? Discuss the -cost- of remaining in a relatively unattrac-
tive group with the perception of "benefits- from membership. And
compare the answers of cost and benefit for unattractive groups to the
continuation of membership when the benefits (as expressed in group
attractiveness) exceed the cost of membership.

Maslow Needs

In another activity, ask each student to bring to class a paragraph
describing a Maslow need they think is met by one of their groups.
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Specifically, the student paragraphs should identify a physiological,
safety, affection, self-esteem, self-actualizational need that can be met
by membership in the group. On the day that the paragraphs are due,
divide the class into groups of three to five. Ask the groups to compare
the needs indentified and the extent to which those needs are fulfilled.
Afterwaxd, have each group share its conclusions with the class.

Inclusion, Affection, and Control Needs

This activity requires the purchase of a FIRO-B (Fundamental Inter-
personal Relations Orientation)." FIRO-B will provide six scores, mea-
suring a student's wish to receive and wish to express the needs for
inclusion, affection, and control. FIRO-B should be scored according
to the manual or by the instructions in the book Interpersonal Under-
world by William C. Schutz." After students trive received their scores,
ask them to write a brief paper analyzing their needs. Are the scores
congruent with their perceptions of inclusion, affection, and control? If
congruent, to what extent does their membership in one, two, or three
groups help to satisfy their needs? Students may report their needs are
not met in one group. In that case, to what extent does membership in
several groups fulfill the meeting of those needs? Students also can
describe an ideal group, one that might satisfy the majority of their
needs.

Group BenefitlCost Comparison

Ask the students to complete the Group Benefit/Cost Comparison. On
the day the comparison is due, divide the class into small groups. The
group members should compare their answers, developing a composite
list of the costs and benefits for group participation. Ask each group to
report the results of its deliberations to the class. Compare the costs
and benefits for all the groups.

Name of Group
Instructions: In the appropriate column, list the costs and benefits of
the group that you have selected. Be specific. For example, as a cost,
write two-hour weekly meeting held in the late afternoon." For a
benefit, write interaction with people from across campus and/or around

Group Beneht/Cost Comparison
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the community. List as many as you think pertinent. Do not be limited
by the number of lines on the form.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11,

12.

COSTS
Weight
( )

( )

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

BENEFITS
Weight
( )

Total Cost Total Benefi

Total Benefit
_

Total Cost

Extend the exercise by asking the class to rank order the costs and
the benefits from I to 10, with 10 the most costly or most valuable.
Those costs and benefits on the individual's report, but not included On
the list developed by the class, rank as zero. Now ask each student to
return to his or her list of costs and benefits and give weight to each
item according to the rank order. The costs regarded as "most expen-
sive" or most valuable give the weight of 10. Add the cost and benefit
weights. Using the totals, create a ratio of benefits over costs. (A ratio
greater than 1 means the student was benefiting from membership in
the group.) This activity numerically displays the extent to which stu-
dents gain from continuing participation in a small group.

Discussing Decision Making

Word Generation

One relatively simple decision task is the creation of a list of words
from a single word. Contributions be several people enhance the chance
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that the list will be thorough..The activity takes students through prob-
lem identification, problem analysis, alternative solution generation,
and best" solution selection. The rules for the game are: (1) words
must be four or more letters, (2) words that become four letters only
with the addition of s are not allowed, (3) only one form of a verb may
be included (for example, either punch or punched but not both), (4)
proper nouns are not allowed, and (5) slang words do not count. Two
example root words are:

GOBLINS

glib, glob, globin, bingo, bison, blin, boils, bong, ling, lingo, lion,
loin longs, losing, noil, sign, silo, sing, sling, slob, slog, snob, soil,
soli, soling, song

SKEPTICS

sect, sept, septic, sick, site, skep, skies, skip, skit, spect, specs,
spice, spies, spike, spit, spite, steps, stick, sties, stipes, epic, pecks,
pest, pice, pick, picket, pike, ticks, tike, cess, cist, cite

Occasionally students do not see how this task exemplifies the four
stages of the decision-making process. Before they begin generating
words, make each group state what they see as the problem (task),
reported in the form of question or statement. Second, point out to the
students how the rules of the game become the criteria for evaluating
the various solutions. Third, remind them that all possible letter config-
urations, some of which make no sense, form the solutions.

The activity can be used to demonstrate the difference between per-
forming tasks in groups and "performing tasks alone" by directing
some students to generate words in groups while other students work
by themselves. When comparing the number of words generated by
individuals am groups, usually the groups will generate more words.
Sometimes this is not the case, but the exercise can still be used to
discuss decision making as well as the productivity of individuals work-
ing alone as opposed to individuals working within a group.

Individual and Group Decisions

A slightly more difficult task requires the individual to complete a task
alone prior to reaching a decision in group. The individual and then the
group must identify the problem, analyze it, generate alternatives, eval-
uate the choice (determine the positive or negative consequences) and
implement it (complete the opinionnaire). Four such activities follow:
the first two assess opinions while the last two demand specific infor-
mation.
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Opinionnaire on Small Groups

Instructions: Place an A (agree) or a D (disagree) on the blank in the
column labeled I (for individual). When working within a small group,
record the group's decision in the column labeled G.

A primary concern of all group members should be to
establish an atmosphere where each person feels free to
express his or her opinions.

Almost any job tha', can be done by a group can be done
better by an individual.

Personal satisfaction cannot be achieved if group goals are
placed ahead of individual goals.

A group should make certain that all members understand
the problem before they begin to develop solutions.

As long as the task is accomplished, it matters little how
the group members feel about how well they worked
together.

If a person does not wish to contribute to the discussion
of the group, that person should not be required to do.

In a group with a strong leader, an individual will feel more
able to express feelings openly than in a leaderless group.

The responsibility for the success or failure of the group
rests upon the shoulders of the designated or appointed
leader.

Disagreement and criticism of others' ideas have no place
within democratic discussion groups.

Groups can be productive because two heads are better
than one.

When a group member knows how to solve the group's
problem, that member should be permitted to "take over"
the group.

There are times when democratic group methods must be
abandoned in order to solve the problems confronting the
group.
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Opinionnaire on Womanhood

Instructions: Place an A (agree) or a D (disagree) on the blank in the
column labeled I (for individual). When working within a small group,
record the group's decision in the column labeled G.

Despite the efforts of NOW nolitical parties, and the gov-
ernment, employment pracw;es in the U.S. still discrimi-
nate against women.
The use of female sex appeal in advertising should be
prevented by law.
The open display of nudity and sexual activities in films
and on television is demeaning to women.
Women should have the right to abortion on demand.
Women should receive equal pay for equal work.

omen should be given preference in hiring in order to
correct past discrimination.
Women should be able to have sterilization without the
consent of anyone.
Beauty contests should be abolished because they empha-
size the belief that women are objects for men's use.
Women should be denied special treatment by welfare
agencies if they have children and no live-in husband or
father.

A woman should be permitted to use any level of force,
including killing an attempting rapist, to prevent an unwanted
violation of her body.

The following two activities make still greater demands upon the
student since they require some prior knowledge. In fact, there are right
and wrong answers that can be discovered through research. To encour-
age the individual to think about the process, the exercise sheets can
be distributed before the discussion takes place with the students
instructed to complete them.

High-Tech Home Appliances

Instructions: Individually rank the ten high-tech appliances with 1 meaning
the appliance is found in the greatest number of American households.
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Within the parentheses [( )], estimate what percentage of the 87 million
U.S. households the appliance is found in. Within a group, discuss your
rankings and arrive at a group decision.

IndMdual (%)
( )
( )
( )

Pay TV (movie channels)
Phone answering device
Personal computer
Microwave oven
Camcorder
VCR
Modem
Compact disc player
Cable TV_
Video camera

Group (%)

Answer. A Yankee Group Report as reported in Newsweek, February
17, 1985, p. 5.

1. (57%) Microwave oven 6. (12%) Phone answering device
2. (52%) Cable TV 7. (5%) Compact disc player
3. (36%) VCR 8. (3%) Modem
4. (26%) Pay TV 9. (3%) Video camera
5. (19%) Personal computer 10. (1%) Camcorder

Risk of Dying
Instructions: Rank the thirty items according to the risk each possesses
for causing death. Report your ranking in the Individual column. Write
the decision of your group in the Group column.

Individual
Nuclear power

Motor vehicles

Handguns

Smoking

Motorcycles

Alcoholic beverages

General (private) aviation

Police work

Pesticides

Group
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Surgery

Fire fighting

Large construction

Hunting

Spray cans

Mountain climbing

Bicycles

Commercial aviation

Electric power (nonnuclear)

Swimming

Contraceptives

Skiing

X-rays

High school and college football

Railroads

Food preserva ives

Food coloring

Power mowers

Prescription antibiotics

Home appliances

Vaccinations

Experts ranked the risks: 1-Motor vehicles, 2-Smoking, 3-Alcoholic
beverages, 4-Handguns, 5-Surgery, 6-Motorcycles, 7-X-rays, 8-Pesti-
cides, 9-Electric power (nonnuclear), 10-Swimming, 11-Contracep-
tives, 12-General (private) aviation, 13-Large construction, 14-Food
preservatives, 15-Bicycles, 16-Commercial aviation, 17-Police work,
18-Fire fighting, 19-Railroads, 20-Nuclear power, 21-Food coloring, 22-
Home appliances, 23-Hunting, 24-Prescription antibiotics, 25-Vacci-
nations, 26-Spray cans, 27-High school and college football, 28-Power
mowers, 29-Mountain climbing, 30-Skiing. (From Psychology Today,
June 1980, p. 47.)
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Individiaand Group S"--olution Generation

An increasingly eompliated decision-making task requires the partic-
ipants to generate their own answers and solutions and to share those
solutions with the grour=), which must agree upon a decision. One such
exercise islhe Time Caimsule.

Time Capsule

Time capsules are let for future generations so that they will know
our era's culture and values. You are a committee assembled to deter-
mine whal objects will be put into a time capsule reflective of your
universityduring this yr-..-ar.

The capsule is a 3-1T-3-foot concrete block. Whatever is selected
must fit into the block. °The block will become a cornerstone of a new
building planned to lic=suse communication-related departments and
activities (journalism, rdio/TV/film, speech communication, tele-elec-
tronics, university newpaper, yearbook, radio and TV stations, and
film production labs).

Under 1,write your idividual selections. Under G, write the selec-
tions for inclusion in the-7 time capsule agreed upon by the group.

3.
4.
5.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The deoision-rnaking tak can be enhanced if the group is prevented
from offeligsolutions u_ntii it first has correctly identified the problem/
task beforeit, Once the oal is stated, discussion can proceed but i.)ust
be stopped again whey ---the group is asked to identify the criteria it's
using to select the items_ Occasionally, student groups will jump to the
listing of "things- before being sure of the purpose of a cornerstone,
the purpose of the itern within the cornerstone, or without realizing
the size ofa3-by-3-foot elcube.
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Case Study Solutions

The most complex form of decision making requires a group to work
through all six stages, including the last two stages of implementation
of the best solution and the development of a plan for monitoring and
changing the solution. If the case is complex, as the two below are,
students should be given time outside of class to prepare for the dis-
cussion.

Case Study: Professor Clinton

Professor Clinton teaches at a large state university that does not use
the honor system. Examinations are closely proctored and other pre-
cautions are taken to prevent cheating. But Professor Clinton believes
in individual integrity. He does not enforce the proctoiing regulation,
especially when he has a reasonable opportunity to avoid it. He had
such an opportunity when a student missed the objective final exami-
nation and asked to make it up. Professor Clinton gave the student
several essay questions, and provided him with a chair and table in his
office. After telling him to leave his examination paper on the desk when
he had finished, the professor left for the library.

The professor returned in two hours to find the student gone and the
examination paper on the desk. On reading the paper he suspected it
had been copied from several books in his office. He verified the pla-
garism.

The professor had authority to give the student an F on the exam, to
give him an Fin the course, or even to report him to the Dean of Student
Affairs for disciplinary action. However, he reflected, knew this
student was doing poorly in the course when I left him alone in my
office. Did I not put temptation in his path? Am I, rather than the
student, mainly responsible for his dishonesty?"

On the other hand, he knows cheating is inexcusable behavior
regardless of circumstances. Should I punish the behavior? If so, in
what way?"

What should Professor Clinton do about this incident?

Case Study: American People's Bank

Ken Mileti, Vice President for Branch Operations, received a call from
the Personnel Office expressing mild concern over a personnel problem
that may be developing at the McGuirk Avenue branch. Several tellers
have complained about their raises, and one teller has quit, citing the
low level of raise as a reason for her leaving the bank. A bit puzzled by
the call, Ken went to his personal file on the branches and found no
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notes to himself, nor from others, suggesting the existence of a problem
at the McGuirk Avenue branch.

Later in the week, a letter and a form came to him from the Personnel
Office of Second National Bank asking for an evaluation of Carolyn
(Lyn) Spinner. The letter stated that she had applied for the Executive
Training Program at Second National and asked that the evaluation
form be completed from the perspective of Ms. Spinner as a potential
executive. Although the letter did not say specifically, Ken assumed
that Lyn had listed him as a reference since they had known one another
for several years beginning when he was a Branch Manager and she a
new teller. Her apparent interest in another bank bothered him because
she had been a good employee in her eight years with the bank---five
years as a teller and the last two years as head teller of the McGuirk
Avenue branch. During those eight years, she had completed high
school through an adult education program and was about to graduate
from the University of MichiganFlint with a major in finance and a
minor in information systems. Lyn had been noticed by the Executive
Committee of the American People's Bank, a committee that screens
candidates for executive positions within the bank. Ken knew Carolyn
had been told of the bank's interest in her as a potential line officer.

Looking over her personnel file, Ken noted that Carolyn had received
considerable praise in her yearly evaluations during the first six years
she was with the bank, although most evaluators noted areas in which
she could improve. She had received the maximum raise possible for
nonexecutive employees in five of the eight years and had been awarded
two trips (Las Vegas and Hawaii) for winning bank-sponsored employee-
incentive contests. In the last two evaluations, however, she had received
only average" ratings on the personnel evaluation form and had been
recommended for "average- merit raises. No mention was made of
poor work, no suggestions for improvement were given, nor did the
evaluator note any special strengths nor check on the form that this
employee was prepared for advancement." The last tv.o evaluations
were completed by Ralph Broker, the McGuirk Branch Manager for
the past eighteen months.

Ralph, who had been with the bank for two years, became a branch
manager upon completion of a six-month training program. He was a
management major as an undergraduate, completing his degree in 1972.
He worked as a truck driver after completing his B.S., traveled, and
then served four years in the U.S. Navy. As part of the training program,
personnel evaluation is discussed and the bank forms and policy explained,
although no trainee actually evaluates employees. Although a manager
for only fifteen months, he had been responsible for two employee
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evaluations, the first coming approximately three months after he became
manager of the McGuirk Avenue branch.

As part of his routine visitations to the branch offices, Ken talked
with Ralph. Ralph reported that "all was well,- that the -employees
were fine," and that "everyone is doing a good job.- When indirectly
asked about his employee evaluation program, Ralph responded that
he meets with his people individually for about fifteen minutes during
the two weeks prior to submitting employee evaluations to the main
office. Following his conversation with Ralph. Ken cashed a check and
watched the employees performing their routine tasks. Everything seemed
in order. Carolyn smiled at him as he left.

The final decision on merit-pay increases is made by the Personnel
Committee, mainly comprised of senior executives but with major
employee groups represented. This committee determines the total
percent of merit monies available and scales supervisor's specific rec-
ommendations to fit those monies. Generally, they follow the recom-
mendations of the supervisors, believing that the person "closest to the
action- is in the best location to evaluate. The deadline is October 15th
so that raises and bonuses can be announced prior to the holidays.

Before completing the recommendation for Second National, Ken
called Carolyn asking for an update on her career. He then asked her,
-Why the interest in changing jobs and banks?- "I've gone as far as I
can go here," was her response. She explained that she felt more
confident now that she had completed her education and that she wanted
to move into an executive line position. Asked if anyone expressed
dissatisfaction with her work, she replied, "No, no one has said any-
thing, but . . . well, that seems to be the case. Continuing to probe,
Ken got the following comment, "Ralph says I'm doing find. He has no
complaints.- Lyn concluded the call by thanking Ken for his interest
in her and his willingness to serve as a reference.

What should Vice President Mileti do?
Groups can be stopped at any point in the discussion and asked to

identify the stage of the discussion. In this way, the instructor can
correct the decision making as itprogresses. Recall that Hirokawa found
that effective groups were most aware of what they were required to
do. Experiences with student and adult groups suggest that most groups

art solving a problem before they can accurately articulate what they
are to be doing. Once they are sure of the task, many will still propose
solutions without considering the criteria, usually implicit, before they
begin to generate their solutions. Frequently, a group will propose a
solution and a plan for monitoring it without considering the advantages
or disadvantages of adopting the solution. The cases, and other complex
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tasks, also can be used to exemplify the different formats for making
decisions: Single Question, Ideal Solution, and Reflective Thinking/
Standard Agenda. One group can be givea no formatjust instructed
to solve the problem. In this way, the results of the deliberations could
be compared across formats.

Observation Feedback

Any of these tasks can be completed by the use of brainstorming and
of devil's advocate role-playing. The time capsule activity particularly
lends itself to the use of brainstorrMng as a way to generate the greatest
number of objects for inclusion in the cornerstone. The case of Professor
Clinton lends itself to the use of the role of devil's advocate, since the
person in the role can be instructed to accept no suggestion for problem
identification, analysis, criteria, solution, or plan of implementation
without challenging every idea.

The Discussion Sequence Guide is an instrument that can provide
feedback to the group concerning the orderliness of its discussion.

Discussion Sequence Guide

As you listen to the discussion, make note of those comments that help
you determine which decision-making stage the group is undergoing.
Paraphrase the contributions that best exemplify the stage. Number
each comment you record so that you can review the progress of the
key statements. When the group has completed its discussion, you
should have a representative collection of comments, in the order given.
Then complete your evaluation of the group at the bottom of this sheet.

I. Definhion of the problem (goal of the group):

2. Analysis of the problem:

3. Criteria for solution (existence or worth):

4. Alternative solutions:

5. Evaluation and selection of one solution:

6. Plan for implementation:
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Rate the group Poor Excellent
Followed the steps in the decision-

making sequence.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Adequately defined the problem and/
or goal of the group.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Summalized group consensus at the
end of each step before going on.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Presented and discussed several
alternatives.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Made explicit the criteria for solving
the problem (determining exis-
tence or worth)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Adequately examined the conse-
quences of the solution.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Developed a plan for evaluating and
changing the solution.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The purpose of this feedback is not to force groups ito rigidly adhering
to a format. Rather, the purpose is to keep theim informed on their
progress. The form reports on the major commernts, and the people
making those comments, which influenced the dire.ction of the discus-
sion. Although the DSG follows the Reflective Thimking pattern, it can
be modified to match any format.

Developing Effective Groups

Participation

Student attitudes toward pariicipating in a small gro .up can be assessed
by administering the Personal Report of Commumieation Apprehen-
sion." The instrument reflects students attitudes tooward group partic-
ipation. The score can also be used by the instruetDr as a baseline for
evaluating and critiquing subsequent participation. (Doe problem facing
instructors evaluating the student groups is the problem of silent mem-
bers. Are these individuals silent because they have nothing to contrib-
ute? Or. are they silent because even when they are prepared and
thoughtful, they find participating in the group corL:text unpleasant or
otherwise unrewarding? The instrument's attitudinal scores provide the
instructor with some insight into the individual's b.ehavior within the
groups.
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Personal Report of Communication Apprehension

Instructions: This instrument is composed of twenty-four statements
concerning your feelings about communication with other people. Please
indicate in the space provided the degree to which each statement
applies to you by marking whether you (1) strongly agree, (2) agree, (3)
are undecided, (4) disagree, or (5) strongly disagree with each statement.
There are no right or wrong answers. Many of the statements are similar
to other statements. Do not be concerned about this. Work quickly,
just record your first impression.

1. I dislike participating in group discussions.
2. Generally, I am comfortable while participating in group dis-

cussions.
3 I am tense and nervous while participating in group discus-

sions.
4. I like to get involved in group discussions.
5. Engaging in a group discussion with new people makes me

tense and nervous.
6. I am calm and relaxed while participating in meetings.
7. Generally, I am nervous when I have to participate in a meet ing.
8 Usually I am calm and relaxed while participating in meetings.
9 I am very calm and relaxed when I am called upon to express

an opinion at a meeting.
10. I am afraid to express myself at meetings.
11. Communicating at meetings usually makes me uncomfortable.
12. I am very relaxed when answering questions at meetings.
13 While participating in a conversation with a new acquaintance.

I feel very nervous.
14 I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.
15. Ordinarily I am very tense and nervous in conversations.
16 Ordinarily I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.
17 While conversing with a new acquaintance,' feel very relaxed.
18. I'm afraid to speak up in conversations.
19. I have no fear of giving a speech.
20 Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving

a speech.
21. I feel relaxed while giving a speech.
22. My thoughts become confused and ju bled when I am giving

a speech.
23. I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.
24. While giving a speech I get so nervous, I forget facts I really

know.
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To Score: Take your numerical score for each question and place in the
appropriate place in the four equations. By starting with 18 points, the
addition and subtraction of your scores will give you a communication
apprehension score for each of the four categories as well as a combined
score.
Group 18 (1) + (2) (3) + (4) (5) + (6)
Meeting 18 (7) + (8) + (9) (10) ( II) + (12)
Dyadic -- 18 (13) + (14) (15) + (16) + (17) (18)
Public 18 + (19) (20) + (21) (22) + (23) (24)
Overall Group + Meeting + Dyadic + Public

The Sociogram and the Member Speaking Time forms (pages 17-20)
dewribe to individuals the extent of thcir participation. Once the
,:.ults of the observations have been returned, the individual or group

can be challenged to discuss the disparity (assuming one exists) between
the number of utterances and the length of time ofthose utterances of
the group members. Why do discrepancies exist? Assuming equal
participation is a goal/norm of the group, what can the group do to
implement that goal? Observers can also evaluate the participation of
the individual. A caveat: evaluations of participation of group members
is fraught with error because so many variables operate during the
course of discussion. However, peer and instructor evaluation can
encourage the student as a group participant if the evaluation is reason-
ably objective and the feedback specific. One tool to provide evaluative
feedback is the Discussant Rating Form, which reports an evaluation
based upon the presence or absence of specific observable behaviors.

Name
Discussant Rating Form

Instructions: Circle the number that best reflects your evaluation of the
discussant. Circle those behaviors you observed displayed by the dis-
cussant.

Contributions to the Task
Asks to have goal identified
Asks for information
Identifies goals
Gives information
Contributes ideas and suggestions
Keeps on the subject
Provides specific, accurate, and

thorough information

Superior Poor Absent
5 4 3 2 1 0
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Superior Poor Absent
Contributions to Group Maintenance 5 4 3 2 1 0
Resolves differences
Develops informal atmosphere
Provides tension release
Reinforces desired behavior
Avoids monopolizing discussion
Discourages the monopolizer
Listens to others and responds
Avoids the extremes of participation
Encourages group unity
Contributions to Group Leadership 5 4 3 2
Starts discussion
Encourages participation
Clarifies contributions
Summarizes
Resolves differences
Stimulates and directs group toward

solution
Develops informal atmosphere
Explores all aspects of subject
Brings group to conclusion

Contributions to the Problem-Solving 5 4 3 2 1 0
Process

Asks for solutions
Gives solutions
Directs group toward solutions
Clarifies criteria for solutions
Evaluates solutions
Encourages systematic analysis of the

questions
Encourages goal and question

clarification
Evaluates ideas, not people

Qua thy of Communication Skills 5 4 3 2 1 0
Clear expression
Relevant contributions
Conversational quality
Physically active
Disagrees on ideas, not people
Listens to others
Provides specific and accurate

irfformation
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SeI&Evaluation of Participation
Of course, the discussants can evaluate their own parficipation. The
self-evaluation can take the form of a reaction paper in which the student
analyzes and critiques his or her contribution to the task and mainte-
nance of the group. The self-evaluation also can be undertaken as a
Postdiscussion Opinionnaire

Postdiscussion Opinionnaire

Instructions: Circle the number that best reflects your opinion of your
behavior in the discussion. For those items you viewed negatively,
write a brief description of what you can do to improve.

1. I was informed on the topic and well prepared for the discussion.
Completely Can't Decide Not at All

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2. I was comfortable and pleased with my frequency of participation.
Completely Can't Decide Not at All

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

3. I was satisfied with the information and opinions I contributed.
Completely Can't Decide Not at All

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

4. I was involved in the discussion of the group.
Completely Can't Decide Not at All

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

5. I was satisfied with the extent to which I listened, responded to,
and encouraged other members.
Completely Can't Decide

7 6 5 4
Not at All

2 1

Total Score

Very Satisfied with My Participation (33-35)
Satisfied with My Participation (23-32)
Can't Decide on My Feelings of Satisfaction (18-22)
Dissatisfied with My Participation ( 8-17)
Very Dissatisfied with My Participation ( 5-7 )

The opinionnaire can be used alone or as a springboard to a reaction
paper. In the paper, students describe and critique themselves. The
results of the opinionnaire can be combined with the results of the
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Sociograrn, the Member Speaking Time form, and the Discussant Rating
Form to draw a "picture of the participation behavior of the individual
during any discussion.

Conformity

Standards, or the group norms, are rules for determining appropriate
and inappropriate behavior. Any of the activities presented in this text
can be used as a basis for observing normative behavior. For example,
regardless of the task, one norm usually observed is "no interruptions
when others are speaking." Some individuals, however, will interrupt.
The class can discuss how people react to the interruption, including
the feelings of the interrupted person about themselves and about the
interrupter; the impact an interruption has upon the task achievement;
and the impact an interruption has upon the socio-emotional atmosphere
of the group.

Observing Norms in Action

Divide the class into pairs and ask them to observe out-of-class groups
(e.g., the student government, the faculty government, a church group,
the school board, the city council, the county commission, or any group
that meets regularly). Ask the dyad to observe the behaviors of the
individuals within the group, then to infer from the regular behaviors
the implicit norms of the group. For example, after watching a city
commission for two or three meetings, the pair might infer that com-
mission members do not talk directly to members of the audience. To
address the audience in any way, verbally or by turning and facing them
when they make remarks to other commission members, is considered
an error of form. Some norms will be explicit, such as directing all
members of the courtroom to rise as the judge enters, or the requirement
that all participants in a court session address the judge as "Your
Honor. Norms that govern classroom behavior may be discussed also.
Some of these norms are learned in other settings and applied to the
college classroom. For example, the requirement that students are to
raise their hand if they wish to address the instructor or the class. Other
norms may be learned in a specific classroom, such as addressing the
instnictor by his or her first name.

Norming before Performing

In an article emphasizing the effectiveness of learning groups, Spich
and Keleman argue that much of the apparent wasted effort (process
loss or process cost) results from the continuous working out of nor-
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mative expectations of groups.mThey recommend that groups explicitly
agree upon a set of norms at the outset of a group's work rather than
waiting for these norms to evolve. Certainly some standards for behav-
ior will emerge as the group develops its own life. However, their
recommendation is that many group behaviors can be carried from
group to group and therefore can be made explicit at the beginning of a
group's life. The research identified sixty-eight behaviors universal
enough to be adaptive to a variety of group settings.

Behaviors with Normative Value

1. Do a fair share of the work.
2. Check to make sure everyone is clear on what is to be done.
3. Be concise and clear when talking.
4. Encourage planning, including the short-range agenda and the

long-range goal.
5. Encourage open and candid opinions about issues.
6. Listen carefully to other people's ideas, even if they have a

different point of view.
7. Do outside preparation.
8. Help the group to organize work (e.g., splitting assignments).
9. Make group members feel at ease when talking with them.

10. Involve people by asking questions.
11. Ask questions when unclear on matters.
12. Propose specific analysis of any pros and cons of the decision at

hand.
13. Do less than their fair share of work.
14. Follow through on tasks and activities.
15. Be grouchy and grumpy, complaining about the work and other

things.
16. Help other members when they request assistance.
17. Talk as though they had their mouth in gear and their brain shut

off.
18. Restate or clarify objectives of the group.
19. Treat all group members as equals.
20. Paraphrase or restate what is said in order to check meaning.
21. Let personal differences with other group members interfere with

group activity.
22. Continue to look at different ways to solve the problem.
23 Bring up alternative suggestions and ideas.
24. Request a response from all members on an issue before a deci-

sion is made.
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25. Demonstrate flexibility in arranging meeting schedules.
26. Ask about others' feelings.
27. Be stubborn and unwilling to listen to others' ideas.
28. Compliment others for things they have said and done.
29. Openly enjoy working in groups.
30. Be willing to meet with the group when it is necessary to discuss

a problem.
31. Respond to suggestions.
32. Make rude remarks.
33. Deal with conflict directly, recogn zing it and bringing it to the

attention of the group.
34. Express enthusiasm about what the group is doing.
35. Be willing to listen to other people's ideas.
36. Place personal concerns before the group concerns.
37. Offer compliments: like how you said that.-
38. Promote brainstorming sessions at appropriate times before get-

ting to specifics.
39. Criticize group members' ideas but offer none themselves.
40. Make fun of ideas presented.
41. Encourage budgeting of group's time.
42. Restate their own responsibilities before adjournment to check

for agreement.
43. Meet deadlines.
44. Be very serious about group work.
45. Watch the clock.
46. Turn in poor quality work (e.g., handwritten, thrown togethe
47. Make critical comments about other people in their absence.
48. Interrupt other members while they are speaking.
49. Make negative comments about ideas presented (e.g., -Forget

it, that's dumb!-).
50. Show up on time for regularly scheduled meetings.
51. Become sidetracked with small talk.
52. Talk about topics that do not relate to the subject at hand.
53. Start talking when another person is still talking.
54. Voice opinions and openly share ideas.
55. Rut off work to a later time (procrastinate).
56. Encourage the group to review its accomplishments to date.
57. Constantly pick fights and bicker with other members.
58. Say -Let's not adjourn the meeting until we have a firm grasp of

the problem."
59. risagree in a nice way.
60. Get group approval on important matters before going ahead.
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6L Say "Thank you.
62. Play around and joke when the group is trying to get something

done.
63. Be direct and accurate in expressing their own feelings; say what

they feel.
64. Encourage assignment of specific people within the group to do

certain jobs.
65. Badmouth working in groups.
66. Agree just to get things over with.
67. Remind all members of duties and responsibilities before adjourn-

ing.
68. Do little things to make it pleasant to be a member of the group.

When the class is divided into activity groups expected to last two or
more class sessions, give each member of the group the list of the
behaviors. At the first meeting, the initial group decision is to agree on
the most important of the sixty-eight behaviors for their group. The
behaviors are to be ranked in order of importance, reproduced, and
distributed to each member. In essence, individual members are being
asked to make a "contract" with the group before the group undertakes
any of its work. When an individual consistently ignores the norms, the
group should indicate the impact this deviation has upon the group and
the impressions members have of that individual. The discussion should
conclude with a commitment to adhere to the norm, to continue to
impose that norm, and to adjust the norm and subsequent expectations
for individual behavior.

Normative Performance Contracts

Using the rank-ordered norms for each group, an individual rating scale
can be developed. Spich and Keleman suggest a format for such an
instrument:77

Never e
Seldom d

Occasionally c
Often b

Always a

This person would be expected to
I. Sleep during meetings abc de

Please respond to all items. Do not leave any items blank. For this form
you are asked to rate

(individual's name)
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Never e
Seldom d

Occasionally c
Often b

Always a
This person would be expected to

I. Do their fair share of the work abed
2. Check to make sure everyone is clea

on what is to be done abcde
3. Be concise and clear when talking a bc de
4. Encourage planning, including short

range agenda and long range goals abed
5. Encourage open and candid opinions about

issues a b c d e
6. Listen carefully to other people's ideas,

even if they have a different point of view ab c de
Such a rating scale could be machine-scored and the results fed back

to the group. Individuals can view their own ratings in private or with
the instructor. Group members could write a reaction paper discussing
their feelings toward the norms the group agreed upon, the extent to
which members adhere to those norms, and their individual commit-
ment to the explicit norms or a desire to change them.

Norm Violations
Finally, a fun activity, particularly if no damage is done, is the inten-
tional violation of a norm. For example, a student union of a large
midwestern university was decorated with a fountain and pond. Occa-
sionaly visitors threw coins into the pond and made wishes. Generally
the area was clean and free from litter. Two groups undertook to violate
the norms of the pond. In one case, a group of three individuals took
off their shoes and socks, rolled-up their trousers, and waded into the
pond to retrieve the coins. These coins were given to some other
members of the group, who sat along side of the pond with buckets.
The remaining members of the group stood some distance away from
the pond and observed the reactions of passersby, noting facial expres-
sions and verbal comments, including voiced threats to get the police
or the union authorities.

A second group floated toy ducks in the pond. They used string and
sticks to get the ducks to move about. Again, other members of the
gt-oup were observers. Of course, in both cases the authorities of the
university in the union were forewarned! Following both these activi-
ties, the observers reported descriptions of the crowd's reactions. The
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participants reported on their impressions of reactions and their feelings
while engaging in the activity. The class then discussed the reports,
including the impact that such violations, if continued, would have upon
the operation of the union, the cleanliness of the area, and the general
coordination of activities housed within the building.

If assigning a norm exercise, discuss the implications for the adher-
ence to the norm in terms of task achievement and socio-emotional
atmosphere. Discuss also Shaw's hypotheses (page 9), including the
apparent right of high-status members to deviate more from the norms
without fear of sanction than low-status members.

Roles

Interaction Analysis

One way to study roles is to record the verbal behaviors of individuals
during discussions. The Bales Interaction Process Analysis is a recog-
nized method for describing an individual's verbal behaviors and the
consequent group's interaction.78

Bales Interaction Process Analysis
Member S mbol A BCDE G Total

Socio-
Emotional
Positive

Shows solidarity;
raises others'
status; gives help,

wards
Shows tension
release; jokes,
laughs; shows
satisfaction
Agrees; shows
passive
acceptance;
understands,
concurs, complies

Task
Attempted
Answers

Gives suggestion,
direction
Gives opinion,
analysis,
evaluation;
expresses
feelings, wishes

Gives orientation,
information;
repeats, cladfies,
confirms



Member S mbol A BCDEF 0Total
49

Task
Questions

Asks for
orientation.
information,
repetition,
confirmation

Asks for opinion,
analysis.
evaluation.
expression of
feeling

Asks for
suggestion .
direction, possible
ways of action

Socio-
Emotional
Negative

Disagrees; shows
passive rejection,
formality;
withholds help

Shows tension;
asks for help;
withdraws out of
field

Shows
antagonism;
deflates others'
status; defends or
asserts self

TOTAL

To complete the interaction analysis, label each member with a letter.
The utterances of each member are then recorded in the column under
his or her symbol. As the discussion begins, place a check under the
letter of the speaker and in one of the categories best describing the
utterance. This checking is done for each utterance given during the
discussion. At the conclusion of the discussion, totals for the columns
reflect the total number of utterances given by an individual. Adding
across the rows reveals a total number of utterances within each of the
categories. Percentages can be computed that describe the group's
interaction: percentage of remarks in each of the categories; percentage
of the remarks in the aggregate categories of Socio-Emotional Positive
and Negative, Task Answers and Questions.

The percentage of utterances made by an individual for each of the
twelve categories can be computed by dividing the total for each of the
twelve rows by the total number of utterances by an individual. If an
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individual spoke twenty times during the discussion, fifteen of them
being suggestions or directions for the group and the other five being
scattered among the twelve categories, it might be concluded that the
individual's role was an "Information Initiator. If another individual
spoke only five times, three of which disagreed with the direction of
the group and two of which were direct attacks on another member, he
or she, might be described as a "Blocker" or Aggressor." Once the
additions and divisions have been completed, the patterns of several
individual members can be compared against the total pattern of group
interaction. If the group stays together over time, and if Bales's scores
are collected for each time they interact, it may be observed that an
individual plays several different roles over time.

By changing the way the utterance is recorded, additional information
can be gathered. Instead of a simple check, the letter of the member to
whom the remark is addressed can be written. With this technique, the
individual members can see to whom they spoke and the nature of their
remarks to those individuals. Remarks that are addressed to the group
as a whole or to an undetermined target would be indicated with an X.
Such information graphically demonstrates that the individual behaves
differently towards individual members. The dfferential treatment affects
the roles played by affecting the expectations of the other members.

Role Playing

A more gross way to indicate the roles played by individuals is to request
observers to identify individuals they perceive as engaging in certain
types of behavior. This can be done by listing the roles and asking the
observers to write in the names of individuals who seem to be portraying
those roles. In addition, roles can be studied by asking individuals to
enact certain behaviors. Generally, this role playing is based upon a set
of stereotypes; however, such an exercise does help observers to see
what impact roles have upon groups, the individuals, and the process.

To visualize this impact, form discussion groups. Privately give each
individual information about the task. Along with task information,
briefly describe the behaviors each is to enact during the course of the
discussion. The following examples fit these descriptions.

Roles

You are the kind of person who is
interested in completing the task.
You tend to ask for others to
clarify their comments rather

You are the kind of person
interested in completing the task.
You tend to seek information
from others, but not facts so
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than initiate your own. You also
want authoritative information to
be given and so ask others where
they got their facts, ideas,
opinions. In a phrase, you are an
INFORMATION SEEKER.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in completing the task.
You tend to write down the
suggestions of others and to
outline what the group has been
talking about, but you do not
initiate much on your own. In a
phrase, you are a RECORDER.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in completing the task.
You tend to propose new ideas or
to offer new goals to the group.
You often offer new solutions or
new ways to resolve difficulties
as they arise. In a phrase, you
are an INITIATOR-
CONTRIBUTOR.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in completing the task.
You tend to elaborate upon the
contributions of others rather
than to initiate new ideas on your
own. You offer rationales,
justifications, and background
information on what others
present. In a phrase, you are an
ELABORATOR.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in completing the task.
You tend to summarize the
progress of the group and to
notice and explicitly remark upon
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much as the values, beliefs, or
attitudes that underline the ideas
presented by others. In a phrase,
y are an OPINION SEEKER.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in completing the task.
You tend to compare the
contributions of others, and the
progress of the group itself, to
outside standards. You question
the practicality of ideas and the
logic of the group purpose. In a
phrase, you are an
EVALUATOR.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in the interpersonal
relations in the group. You tend
to praise others, to agree with
them, and to listen attentively. In
a phrase, you are an
ENCOURAGER.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in the interpersonal
relations in the group. You tend
to mediate differences between
others, to reconcile
disagreements, and to use humor
to relieve tension. In a phrase,
you are a HARMONIZER.

You are interested in seeing that
you get something from the
group. You tend to explicitly
report the value of each
contribution you make and to
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deviations from the agreed upon
goals or procedures. You
sometimes question whether or
not the group is heading in its
agreed upon direction. You do
this more than you initiate ideas
on your own. In a phrase, you
are an ORIENTER.

You are the kind of person who is
interested in the interpersonal
relations of the group. You offer
a compromise by yielding your
status, admitting to mistakes, and
going more than halfway to meet
others when there is
disagreement. In a phrase, you
are a COMPROMISER.

You are interested in the
interpersonal relations of the
group. You tend to go along"
with others, to passively accept
what others want to do, and to
avoid conflict even when you
think you are right. In a phrase,
you arc a FOLLOWER.

You are interested in seeing that
you get something out of the
group. You tend to be openly
critical of others, to disagree with
and disapprove of ideas, and to
make fun of what the group is
doing in order to glorify yourself.
In a phrase, you are an
AGGRESSOR.

repor1 irrelevant personal
achievements. You absolutely
resist being placed in an inferior
position by anyone. In a phrase,
you are a RECOGNITION
SEEKER.

You are interested in seeing that
you get something from the
group. You tend to resist new
ideas, to disagree, and to bring
up dead issues after the group
has gone on to new material. You
are not nasty, but feel the group
tends to move too quickly. In a
phrase, you are a BLOCKER.

You are interested in seeing that
you get something from the
group. You tend to use the group
as a way of getting attention. You
horseplay, avoid involvement,
and seek attention from members
of the opposite sex. In a phrase,
you are a PLAYBOY/
PLAYGIRL.

You are interested in seeing that
you get something from the
group. You tend to assert your
superiority, to give directions to
others, and to interrupt them. In
a word, you are a DOMINATOR.

Role playing for the purpose of acting out the roles described seems
to work most effectively when students are engaged in a task demanding
that they have opinions and that those opinions be defended. One such
activity, which follows, asks students to offer suggestions for how the
university can save money.
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Case: What Can Students Do?

Higher education, like other services, is suffering financial cuts by the
state and federal government. State and federal appropriations are down.
What money is being given often arrives late, forcing universities to
borrow short-term, In addition, employment opportunities for students
on and off campus are down. Further, efforts to balance the federal
budget have lead to cuts in social programs, including direct aid to
students.

The president of your institution has created a "blue ribbon task
force of some of the university's best students to address the problem
of the budget. Specifically, this task force is being asked: What can
students do to help restrict the costs of running the university? Presum-
ably, every dollar saved will be diverted into support programs for
students: loans, work-study employment, student assistance employ-
ment, talent grants, etc.

What can students do to help hold down the costs?

Cohesion

All the activities described in the Practice section can be used to stim-
ulate the development of cohesiveness in groups. For example, students
can refer to their costfbenefit analysis, and a class discussion can exam-
ine the degree of commitment individuals have to groups with a high
benefit compared to those with a relatively low benefit.

Cohesion Assessment
One way to determine the cohesiveness of a group is to use the Bales
Interaction Analysis (see pages 48-49). Cohesive groups tend to express
solidarity, mutual liking, and positive feelings about group participation.
Therefore, if a group is cohesive, more comments should be made in
the Socio-Emotional Positive area of the IPA than will groups that are
not cohesive. Periodic observation and rating of several groups gener-
ates data for comparison between groups working in any one class.

Cohesion can also be determined by utilizing the Cohesiveness Scale
developed by Gross.79

Cohesiveness Scale

I . How many of your group members fit what you feel to be the ideal
of a good member?
a. All of them.
b. Most of them.
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c. Some of them.
d. Few of them.
e. None of them.

2. To what degree do you feel that you are included by the group inthe group's activities?
a. I am included in all the group's actIvities.
b. I am included in almost all the group's activities.
c. I am included in some of the activities, but not in some others.
d. I don't feel that the group includes me in very many of itsactivities.
e. I don't feel that the group includeznae Rimy of its activities.

3. How attractive do you find the activities in which you participate
as a member of your group?
a. Like all of them very much.
b. Like almost all of them.
c. Like some of them, but not others.
d. Like very few of them.
e. Like none of them,

4. If most of the members of your group decided to dissolve the
group by leaving, would you like an opportunity to dissuade them?
a. Would like very much to persuade them to stay.
b. Would like to persuade them to stay.
c. Would make no difference to me if they stayed or left.
d. Would not like to try to persuade them to stay.
c. Would definitely not like to try to persuade them to stay.

5. If you were asked to participate in another project like this one,
would you like to be with the same people who are in your present
group?
a. Would want very much to be with the same people.
b. Would rather be with the same people than with most others.
c. Makes no difference to me.
d. Would rather be with another group more than pres nt group.
e. Would want very much to be with another group.

6. How well do you like the group you are in?
a. Like it very much.
b. Like it pretty well.
c. It's all right.
d. Don't like it too much.
c. Dislike it very much.

6
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7. How often do you think your group should meet?
a. Much more often than at present.
b. More often than at present.
c. No more often than at present.
d. Less often than at present.
e. Much less often than at present.

Each individual should circle the letter that best describes his or her
answer to each of the seven questions. If the individual's opinion fits
within the accepted area (those items italicized), the question is scored
with a I. If their mark does not fall within the italicized responses then
the item is scored with a O. The cohesiveness score of one person rating
a group ranges from 0 to 7. The cohesiveness for the group is the sum
of the individual scores. The responses could be machine scored and
the results fed back to the group. The group could then be assigned to
discuss their reaction to the perception of cohesiveness. Assuming the
cohesiveness of the group was perceived as less than desired, the group
could discuss the reasons ("a task not attractive," "hidden conflicts
between members," "rewards insufficient to outweigh the costs, etc.)
and group commitment could be made to remedy the problems.

Puzzle Competition
Cohesiveness can be enhanced when groups compete on some tasks.8°
Any activity that pits one group against another may develop cohesion.
Divide the class into groups of five or six, with one observer for each
group. Give each group a jigsaw puzzle, one consisting of between fifty
to one-hundred pieces. Give each group five minutes to look at the
pieces, make some estimate as to how those pieces come together, and
agree upon how the group will work (e.g., whether one person will
move the pieces instructed by others or whether every person can move
and touch every piece). Then give the groups ten minutes to put the
puzzle together, with the promise that the group that completes the
puzzle correctly the fastest will receive some reward.

When the activity is completed, ask the group observers to report on
their perception of the group's work rules as well as how well the group
worked together. A postactivity discussion of the group's process can
be enhanced if some measurement of group cohesion is made and fed
back to the group.

Leadership

Authoritarian-Democratic-Latssez-Faire Styles
Create groups with five members to discuss the "Opinionnaire on Wom-
anhood," (p. 30) Assign two observers to each group. Observers may
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use one of the tools for assessing interaction or the roles played by
individual members. Without informing the class, select leaders for
these groups. Give each of the leaders the opinionnaire forms for the
group and a note describing how they ought to behave.'

Authoritarian
Do not pass the written problem around but read it to the group.

Express what you consider to be the desirable solution and try to bring
the group to this solution. Express your solution as the group answer
but make allowances for a minority point of view if pushed. Direct all
the comments during the discussion.

Democratic
Pass the written problem around and get reactions from all members.

Try to summadze or synthesize at different points and be sure everyonegets a chance to speak. Note your opinion, but just as a member. Try
to create a group consensus or give a majority/minority report as a finalsolution.

Laissez-Faire
Pass the written problem and tell the group they have a problem to

solve. Do not take responsibility for directing the discussion and do not
express a strong personal solution. Give the group solution only if no
one else will.

After the activity, ask the observers to report their perceptions of the
group and the group's activities, including the way in which it completed
the task, the apparent commitment of members to the task, and the
length of time used to complete the task. Then ask the members of the
group to report on how they felt about the workings of the group,
including leadership. Finally, inform each group which leadership style
was used, noting the feelings of individual members toward the -leader"
and the observers' impressions about the group's workings, the cohe-
siveness, the time, and the general feeling of satisfaction with the group.
Presumably, members of the democratic group should feel better about
themselves, the leadership, and the way in which the group performed,
although usually they will have taken longer to complete the task.

Leadership and Power

Another activity exemplifies the Exploitative-Authoritative, Benevo-
lent-Authoiltative, Consultative, and Participative Leader. Divide the
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class into groups of four to six. Designate at least one individual to
observe the action. Give one member instructions on how they are to
lead" the group in its discussion. To each designated leader give
enough tokens for every member to have five. The leaders tell the groups
to pool their resources and redistribute the tokens according to some
criteria. The group's task is to develop the criteria and to redistribute
the tokens. Every member must contribute all tokens to the pool. The
group may not redistribute the tokens equally. Before the wealth is
distributed, the criteria must be developed; for example, blue-eyed
members receive one token," seaiors receive two tokens," students
carrying more than twenty-one hours receive five tokens, etc. The
designated leaders are to behave differently according to the following
instructions.

Exploitative-Authoritarian

After instructing the group in their task, absent yourself from the group.
Use the excuse that you do not wish your presence to influence their
decision Tell the group that when they have completed the develop-
ment of criteria, but before they distribute the wealth, they must report
to you. While away from the group, develop your own criteria with the
first one being that at least half of the chips go to the designated leader.
You have already told them that you will carry out the wealth distri-
bution, but that you want their input on the criteria. After reading their
list of criteria, reject it. Give them your list of criteria and distribute the
wealth according to your list, making sure you receive at least half of
the tokens. Offer the justification that you were the designated leader
and had more responsibility for the decision of the group than did other
members.

Benevolent-Authoritative

Distribute the tokens to each individual and instruct them in the task.
Separate yourself from the group but stay relatively close so you can
hear their conversations. Justify your being slightly removed by saying
you do not wish to influence their discussion but you want to hear what
criteria they develop and the rationale for each. Inform the group that
they are to report the criteria to you when they are satisfied with their
decision and that you will make the redistribution of the tokens. Make
notes on the discussion. Add your own criteria. When they report to
you, praise them for the work they had done, use most but not all of
their criteria, and then redistribute the tokens. However, make sure
you receive at least one more token than the next highest-paid member.

6 4
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Consultative

Distribute the tokens to the group InemUoers and instruct them in their
task. Serve as the discussion Wader, sking questions, encouraging
participation, and guiding theutoward a solution. However, do not
offer opinions of your own ormrticipte in the discussion. In your
instruction to the group, rnakeilclear tThat you must make a decision
about the redistribution but that you vrant a thorough discussion in
order to guide you. Once they have agr--.eed on a set of criteria, thank
them for the work they have dos. Thetuct, determine whether you will
accept all, some, or none of thecriteria that the group has developed.
Accept the criteria they give to you vrith the justification that their
discussion had been "reasonabknand hd influenced "your thinking."
However, add one criteria that youthink is useful and then redistribute
the tokens using the group's and your ovNahrn criteria.

ParlIcipativ

Give each member of the group their c of the tokens. Instruct them
in their task, then guide the groupby asl_ing questions, monitoring the
interaction, and keeping than colrack t-=oward a decision. You are to
participate as ifyou were only aniember, offering opinions, interjecting
facts, challenging ideas, ctc. 140 onobserzver, it should appear that the
group had no designated leader, After tl--te group reaches its decision,
with the result and criteria reported, ask ach member to take from the
group's pool his or her approPrialenumber of tokens.

Observers can complete any ()sof th observational group assess-
me l't tools and can be appointedlospeciafically watch the behavior of
the eader. Inform the observers lobe particularly aware of the group's
reaoion to the final distribution oflhe tokns. Finally, observers should
record the time it takes to cotroldo the zz ask. Presumably groups will
be most happy with the Partieipalive stylume, although that group should
take longer to complete its task_ Expect thime group under the Exploitive-

_Authoritative leader to have thcfflost rzzegative reaction toward the
actions of the leader and to be thc least atisfied group. Discuss with
the class their reactions to the gaup proess, the leader, and the final
decision of the leader.

Self-Assessment of LeadershiP

Ask the observers to report theirobserwvations and assessment, the
length of time used by the grotapaod thealir perceptions of group cohe-
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siveness before and after the distribution of the tokens. Ask each stu-
dent to complete the Leadership Behavior Opinionnaire before coming
to class (this instrument can be used independently or as part of any
assignment).82

Leadership Behavior Opinionnaire

Instructions: Circle the letter to the left that most appropriately descfibes
your likely behavior--(A) always, (F) frequently, (0) occasionally, (S)
seldom, or (N) neverin connection with the given statement. Each of
the items below describes aspects of leadership behavior; respond to
each one according to the way in which you would be most likely to act
if you were part of a problem-solving group.

When I am a member of a problem-solving group .

A:F:0:S:N I. I offer facts, give my opinions and ideas, and provide
suggestions and relevant information to help the gyoup
discussion.

A:F:0;S:N 2. I warmly encourage all members of the group to par-
ticipate, giving them recognition for their contribu-
tions, demonstrating receptivity and openness to their
ideas, and being generally friendly and responsive to
them.

A;F:0:S:N 3. I ask for facts, information, opinions, ideas, and feel-
ings from the group members to help the group dis-
cussion.

A;F:0:S:N 4. I try to persuade members to analyze constructively
then- differences in opinions and ideas, searching for
common elements in conflicting or opposing ideas or
proposals, and trying to reconcile disagreements.

A:F:0:S:N 5. I propose goals and tasks in order to start action
within the group.

A:F;O:S:N 6. I try to relieve group tension and increase the enjoy-
ment of group members by joking, suggesting breaks,
and proposing fun approaches to group work.

A:F:0:5:N 7. I give direction to the group by developing plans on
how to proceed with group work and by focusing
members' attention on the tasks to be done.

A:F:0:S:N 8. I help communication among group members by
showing good communication skills and by making
sure that what each member says is understood by
all.
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A:F:0:S:N 9. I pull together related ideas or suggest ons made
group members and restate and summarize the majg
points discussed by the group

A:F:0:S:N 10. I ask members how they are feeling about the way
which the group is working and about each other,
well as share my own feelings about group work ar
the way the members interact.

A:F:0:S:N 11. 1 coordinate group work by showing relationshir
among various ideas or suggestions, by pulling idez
and suggestions together, and by drawing togeth(
activities of various subgroups and members.

A:F:0:S:N 12. I observe the process by which the group is workin
and use my observations to help in examining th
effectiveness of the group.

A:F:0:S:N 13. I determine why the group has difficulty in workin
effectively and what blocks progress in accomplishin
the group's goals.

A:F:0:S:N 14. I express group standards, norms, and goals in orde
to make members constantly aware of the directioi
in which the woek is goingthe progress being madi
toward the group goaland in order to get continue(
open acceptance of group norms and procedures.

A:F:O:S:N 15. I energize the group by stimulating group members tc
produce a higher quality of work.

A:F:0:S:N 16. I listen to and serve as an interested audience foi
other group members, weighing the ideas of othert
and going along with the movement of the group wher
I do not disagree with its action.

A:F:0:S:N 17. I examine the practicality and the workability of thc
ideas, evaluate the quality of alternative solutions tc
group problems, and apply decisions and suggestions
to real situations in order to see how they will work.

A:F:0:S:N IS. I accept and support the openness of other group
members, reinforcing them for taking risks and
encouraging individuality in group members.

A:F.0:S:N 19. I compare group decisions and accomplishments with
group standards, measuring accomplishments against
goals.

A:F:0:S:N 20. I promote the open discussion of conflicts between
group members in order to resolve disagreements and
increase group togetherness.
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Score your Leadership Behavior Opinionnaire: A 5; F 4; 0
3; S 2; N 1. Add the scores for each of the twenty questions to
receive a total score (100 would be high).

To determine the mix of task to socio-emotional emphasis, add the
scores for the questions that focused upon task or socio-emotional
concerns.

(Each item emphasizes some function of leadership)

Task Socia-Emotional
1 information- and 2 _ participation encourager

opinion-giver 4 harmonizer and
i ormation- and compromiser

opinion-seeker 6 tension reliever
5 starter 8 communication helper
7 _ direction-giver 10 emotional climate evaluator
9 summarizer 12 process observer

coordinator 14 standard setter
13 diagnosis-giver 16 active listener
15 energizer 18 trust builder
17 reality-test r 20 interpersonal problem-
19 evaluator solver

Total Task Total Socio-Emotional

Using both scores locate yourself on the Task-Socio-Emotional Grid

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5
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Score the instrument in class. Ask each individual to place themselves
on the leadership grid. A reaction paper can be written concerning the
individual member's responses to the accuracy of the score.

If strong positive feelings have been developed within the class itself,
the class can be divided into pairs. Have each pair read their partner's
responses to the Leadership Opinionnaire. Following that, students
either report orally or write paragraphs to their partners detailing their
reactions to that member's self-assessment. Again, the focus of this
activity is upon the accuracy of the self-perception. Particularly note
those perceptions that both members share and those on which they
disagree.

Leadership Functions

The functional approach to leadership can be examined both through
the Leadership Behavior Opinionnaire and through the observation of
member behavior by using the roles played. That is, the Leadership
Behavior Opinionnaire identifies certain behaviors that the individual
displays in groups. The extent to which they are frequent contributors
identifies what functions they perform in the group. In a like manner,
the instruments that have observers assess the roles played also deter-
mine the functions of the individual members. Finally, the observer and
self-perceptions can be corroborated with the Bales Interaction Anal-
ysis.

Evaluating Group Usefulness

Evaluative Interviews

Questions about the utility of groups within organizations can be added
to the interview activity described earlier (page 22). Some such ques-
tions are: When are groups most useful in the decision making, choice
making, problem solving and learning of the organization? When are
they least useful? When are groups the most efficient means for solving
a problem or making a decision? What tasks/problems does your orga-
nization most frequently assign to groups? The results of the interviews
can be reported back either in written form as a paper or as contributions
to a class discussion on the usefulness of groups.

Group Strengths and Weaknesses

Divide the class into groups of five to seven. Instruct each group to
create a list of strengths and weaknesses of task groups (the same
assignment could be given for social or learning groups). Ask the groups
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to rank these strengths and weaknesses with I being the most important.
Have each group repori the results of its discussion to the class and
create a composite of strengths and weaknesses in rank order.

This activity can be extended by returning the lists to the originating
groups along with the class composite. Using the lists and composite
for reference, ask each group to indicate what it might do to reinforce
the strengths of groups and what actions it might take to correct, or at
least minimize, the weaknesses.

A Note to the Instructor

Cooperative Learning
Small group discussion can be studied as a unique setting for human
interaction, as the focus of this book, or as a tool in the instructor's
workbox for teaching any course content. Learning groups, those col-
lectives organized to develop student understanding, attitudes and skills
about specific subject matter, have been successfully used by teachers
in virtually all disciplines." Using the learning through discussion"
model, students can be taught how to study assignments and be pre-
pared to discuss them by following the Preparation for Discussion
Outline." Eight steps help guide the individual students through the
material and stnicture the subsequent in-class discussion:

1. definition of terms and concepts
2. student's version of the author's message
3. major themes developed
4. allocation of time
5. synthesis of major themes and subtopics
6. integration of new with previously learned concepts
7. application of new material to life situations
8. evaluation of the material

The student should come to class with notes from the reading assign-
ment organized by the eight steps, The classroom discussion reinforces,
modifies/corrects, uses, and rewards the individual's understanding of
the reading. Following the discussion of the content, students can eval-
uate and discuss the discussion, thereby encouraging their understand-
ing and application of the material while improving their understanding
and use of small group discussion.

The current conceptualization of cooperative learning uses small
groups for the teaching of both content and process, basing rewards
aod/or meognition upon the group's performance." At least six different
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methods have been developed to coordinate students, helping students
to learn: Student Teams Achievement Divisions, Teams-Games-Tour-
naments, Team-Assisted Individualization, Jigsaw, Learning Together,
and Group Investigation." The results of research on these methods
suggest success in learning and understanding of group process:

1. Academic achievement is usually better than that reached through
traditional techniques.

2. For the learning outcomes of knowledge, calculation, and appli-
cation of principles, cooperative learning is more effective than
traditional methods when they are structured, include indivic, I

accountability for team members, and reward successful group,
3. For the learning outcomes of concept identification, problem anal-

ysis, judgment, and evaluation, cooperative learning techniques
using less structure appear more effective than traditional tech-
niques.

4. Race relationships improve.
5. Student concern for one another is enhanced.
6. The individual student learner's self-esteem appears to mprove.
7. Students' appreciation of school is enhanced.87

While many good reasons suggest that the use of rewarded small
groups facilitates learning, the research on the competitiveness and
cooperativeness of group work and how individual and groups arerewarded has been understudied." Essentially the competitive goal
structure is criticized as being antithetical to the development of coor-
dination and cooperation. The cooperative award structure frequently
may be a disincentive for the most productive individual members of a
group, yet individual rewards may encourage destructive intragroup
competition. Therefore, a mixture ofcooperative and individual awards
appears to be a way of producing positive group activity while encour-
aging the individual in the group.89

Finally, if the twin goals ofcontent learning and process learning are
to be achieved within a classroom, then most group activities should
contain some description, evaluation, and discussion of group interac-
tion. The instruments described in this booklet can help focus such
observation and evaluation, and all can be integrated into cooperative
learning- or learning through discussion" interactions. In addition,
there are other many more instruments in the literature,
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